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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we study invariants for difference equations and systems
of difference equations both of rational form. This study originated by G.
 w x.Ladas and his collaborators see 1 . First they found invariants of the
 w x.generalized Lyness equations see 2 , with positive constant coefficients
 w x.and then see 3 with coefficients periodic sequences of positive numbers.
Our aim is to extend this investigation to difference equations of higher
than second order and to systems of difference equations both of rational
form.
Using the invariants, we can show that every solution is bounded from
above and from below by positive constants and that no nontrivial positive
solution tends to a limit.
2. SYSTEMS OF DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
In this section we present invariants for systems of difference equations
which generalize the Lyness equation
x q 1n
x s , n s 0, 1, . . . . 2.1 .nq1 xny1
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 w x.  .Lyness observed see 2 that every solution of Eq. 2.1 is periodic of
 .period 5 and that Eq. 2.1 possesses the invariant
1 1 1
I s 1 q x q x 1 q q q ' const. .n ny1 n  /x x x xny1 n ny1 n
In general consider the difference equation
x s f x , . . . , x , n s 0, 1, . . . .nq1 n nyk
 .and assume that there exists a nontrivial function I s I x , . . . , xn n nyk n
 4`such that for every solution x of this equation and for everyn nsyk
n s 0, 1, . . .
I x , . . . , x ' const. .n nyk n
Then, we say that this difference equation possesses the above invariant.
This definition means that I s I for every solution of the differencenq1 n
equation.
THEOREM 2.1. The system of difference equations
ay q A bx q An n
x s , y s , n s 0, 1, . . . , 2.2 .nq1 nq1x yny1 ny1
where a, b, and A are positi¨ e constants, possesses the in¨ariant
b a b a
I s 1 q 1 q 1 q 1 qn  /  / /  /x y x yny1 ny1 n n
= ay q A q bx bx q A q ay 'const. .  .ny1 n ny1 n
Proof. For all n G 0, we have
b a x yny1 ny1
I s 1 q 1 q 1 q b 1 q anq1  /  /  / /x y ay q A bx q An n n n
ay q A bx q An n
= ay q A q b bx q A q an n /  /x yny1 ny1
b a
s 1 q 1 q ay q A q bx bx q A q ay .  .n ny1 n ny1 / /x yn n
b a
= 1 q 1 q s I .n / /x yny1 ny1
 .Consider now the system 2.2 where a and b are replaced by periodic
sequences of positive numbers. That is, consider the system of difference
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equations
a y q A b x q An n n n
x s , y s , n s 0, 1, . . . . 2.3 .nq1 nq1x yny1 ny1
 4  4  .THEOREM 2.2. Assume that the coefficients a and b of system 2.3n n
are periodic sequences of positi¨ e numbers of period 2 and A is a positi¨ e
 .constant. Then system 2.3 possesses the in¨ariant
b a b any1 ny1 n n
I s 1 q 1 q 1 q 1 qn  /  / /  /x y x yny1 ny1 n n
= a y q A q b x b x q A q a y .  .ny1 ny1 ny2 n ny1 ny1 ny2 n
' const.
Proof. For all n G 0, since a s a and b s b , we havenq2 n nq2 n
b a x yn n ny1 ny1
I s 1 q 1 q 1 q b 1 q anq1 nq1 nq1 /  /  / /x y a y q A b x q An n n n n n
a y q A b x q An n n n
= a y q A q b b x q A q an n ny1 n n ny1 /  /x yny1 ny1
b an ns 1 q 1 q a y q A q b x .n n nq1 ny1 / /x yn n
= b x q A q a y .n n nq1 ny1
b any1 ny1
= 1 q 1 q s I .n / /x yny1 ny1
 w x.Remark 2.1. As was observed by Ladas see 2 , the system of
difference equations
 4  4max a y , A max b x , An n n n
x s , y s , n s 0, 1, . . . ,nq1 nq1x yny1 ny1
 4  4where the coefficients a and b are periodic sequences of positiven n
numbers of period 2 and A is a positive constant, possesses the strikingly
``similar'' invariant
b a b any1 ny1 n n
I s max 1, max 1, max 1, max 1,n  5  5 5  5x y x yny1 ny1 n n
 4  4= max a y , A , b x max b x , A , a yny1 ny1 ny2 n ny1 ny1 ny2 n
' const.
 .For the system 2.2 where a s b s 1 and A ) 1 we can prove the
following theorem.
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THEOREM 2.3. E¨ery positi¨ e solution of the system
y q A x q An n
x s , y s , n s 0, 1, . . . , 2.4 .nq1 nq1x yny1 ny1
where A is a positi¨ e constant, has the property
x s y , y s xnq5 n nq5 n
if and only if A s 1.
 .Proof. In fact, from 2.4 , we have
y q A x q A q Aynq4 nq3 nq2
x s snq5 x y xnq3 nq2 nq3
y q A q Ax q Ax ynq2 nq1 nq1 nq2s 2.5 .
y y q A .nq2 nq2
and
x q Anq1
y s . 2.6 .n ynq2
 .  .From 2.5 and 2.6 , x s y if and only ifnq5 n
Ax y q y q Ax q A s x q A y q A .  .nq1 nq2 nq2 nq1 nq1 nq2
and so, if and only if, A s 1.
 .For the system 2.4 , where A s 1 and x , x , y , y are arbitraryy1 0 y1 0
positive numbers, we can see that all solutions are periodic of period 10.
COROLLARY 2.1. E¨ery positi¨ e solution of the system
y q 1 x q 1n n
x s , y s , n s 0, 1, . . . 2.7 .nq1 nq1x yny1 ny1
is periodic of period 10.
 .Proof. From Theorem 2.3 ,
x s y , y s xnq5 n nq5 n
and so
x s y s x , y s x s y .nq10 nq5 n nq10 nq5 n
THEOREM 2.4. E¨ery positi¨ e solution of the system
 4  4max y , 1 max x , 1n n
x s , y s , n s 0, 1, . . .nq1 nq1x yny1 ny1
is periodic of period 10.
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Proof. For all n G 0, we have
 4  4max y , 1 max max x , 1 , y 4nq4 nq3 nq2
x s snq5 x y xnq3 nq2 nq3
 4  4max x , 1, y max max y , 1 , x , x y 4nq3 nq2 nq2 nq1 nq1 nq2s s  4y x y max y , 1nq2 nq3 nq2 nq2
 4  4  4max max y , 1 , x max 1, y max 1, x 4nq2 nq1 nq2 nq1s s s y .n 4y max y , 1 ynq2 nq2 nq2
Similarly, y s x and sonq5 n
x s y s xnq10 nq5 n
and
y s x s y .nq10 nq5 n
 .Remark 2.2. System 2.7 can be considered as a generalization of the
 .  .Lyness equation 2.1 since the solutions of 2.7 with x s y andy1 y1
 .x s y are the solutions of Eq. 2.1 .0 0
THEOREM 2.5. The system of difference equations
by q c dx q en n
x s , y s , n s 0, 1, . . . ,nq1 nq1x yny1 ny1
were b, c, d, e are positi¨ e constants, possesses the in¨ariant
e be c 1 y e e2 1ny1
I s q q q q q d qn  /  /y x c b x x x y cd yny1 n n n ny1 n n
e x x e x e y xny1 n n n ny1q q q q y q qnc y b c y cd x bn ny1 ny1
be c 1 e e2 1
q q q y q d q .ny1 /  /c b x cd cd yny1 ny1
Proof.
x e be c y e e2 eny1 ny1
I s q q q y q q d q q xnq1 n n /  /by q c y c b dx q e x cd cn n n n
by q c 1 e 1 dx q e e 1 xn n nq q q q q /  /x b c y y cd x bny1 n ny1 n
be c 1 e e2 1
q q q y q d qn /  /c b x cd cd yn n
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e x x y e y c 1ny1 ny1 ny1 ns q q q y q qny1c y b x cd x b xn n ny1 ny1
be 1 e e x e2 1 d enq q q q q q
c x x y c y cd y y y xny1 ny1 n ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1 n
1 be c 1 e e2 1
q x q q q y q d qn n /  /b c b x cd cd yn n
s I .n
THEOREM 2.6. The system of difference equations
a x q y q A a x q y q A .  .n n n n
x s , y s , n s 0, 1, . . . ,nq1 nq1y x x yn ny1 n ny1
2.8 .
where a and A are positi¨ e constants, possesses the in¨ariant
1 1
I s 1 q a q a x q y q A q a x q y . .  .n ny1 ny1 n n /x y y xn ny1 n ny1
Proof. For all n G 0, we have
x yny1 ny1
I s 1 q a qnq1  5a x q y q A a x q y q A .  .n n n n
a x q y q A a x q y q A .  .n n n n
= a x q y q A q a q .n n 5y x x yn ny1 n ny1
s I .n
Remark 2.3. The system of difference equations
 4  4max ax , ay , A max ax , ay , An n n n




 4I s max 1, , max ax , ay , A , ax , ay .n ny1 ny1 n n 5x y y xn ny1 n ny1
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THEOREM 2.7. The system of difference equations
ax q by q A ax q by q An n n n
x s , y s , n s 0, 1, . . . ,nq1 nq1x yny1 ny1
2.10 .
where a, b, and A are positi¨ e constants, possesses the in¨ariant
a b a b
I s 1 q q 1 q qn  /  /x y x yny1 ny1 n n
= ax q by q A q ax q by . .ny1 ny1 n n
Proof. For all n G 0, we have
a b ax byny1 ny1
I s 1 q q 1 q qnq1  /  /x y ax q by q A ax q by q An n n n n n
ax q by q A ax q by q An n n n
= ax q by q A q a q bn n /x yny1 ny1
a b
s 1 q q ax q by q A q ax q by .n n ny1 ny1 /x yn n
a b
= 1 q q s I .n /x yny1 ny1
THEOREM 2.8. The system of difference equations
a x q b y q A a x q b y q An n n n n n n n
x s , y s , n s 0, 1, . . . ,nq1 nq1x yny1 ny1
 4  4where the coefficients a and b are periodic sequences of positi¨ e numbersn n
of period 2 and A is a positi¨ e constant, possesses the in¨ariant
a b a bny1 ny1 n n
I s 1 q q 1 q qn  /  /x y x yny1 ny1 n n
= a x q b y q A q a x q b y . .ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1 n n n n
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Proof. For all n G 0, since a s a , b s b , we havenq2 n nq1 ny1
a bn n
I s 1 q qnq1  /x yn n
x yny1 ny1
= 1 q a q bnq1 nq1 /a x q b y q A a x q b y q An n n n n n n n
a x q b y q An n n n
= a x q b y q A q an n n n nq1 xny1
a x q b y q An n n nqbnq1 /yny1
a bn ns 1 q q a x q b y q A q a x q b y .n n n n nq1 ny1 nq1 ny1 /x yn n
a bnq1 nq1
= 1 q q s I .n /x yny1 ny1
Remark 2.4. The system of difference equations
 4  4max a x , b y , A max a x , b y , An n n n n n n n
x s , y s ,nq1 nq1x yny1 ny1
n s 0, 1, . . .
 4  4where the coefficients a and b are periodic sequences of positiven n
numbers of period 2 and A is a positive constant, possesses the invariant
a bny1 ny1
I s max 1, ,n  5x yny1 ny1
a bn n  4= max 1, , max a x , b y , A , a x , b y .ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1 n n n n 5x yn n
THEOREM 2.9. The system of difference equations
a y q b g x q dn n
x s , y s , n s 0, 1, . . .nq1 nq1y x x yn ny1 n ny1
where a , b , g , and d are positi¨ e constants, possesses the in¨ariant
b 1 1
I s x q x q y q y q a q .  .n ny1 n ny1 n  /d x xny1 n
bg 1 1 1 1
q q q b q . /  /d y y x y y xny1 n n ny1 n ny1
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Proof. For all n G 0, we have
a y q b b b g x q d a y xn n n ny1
I s x q q y q q q anq1 n ny x d d x y x a y q bn ny1 n ny1 n n
bg 1 bg x y b y x b x yn ny1 n ny1 n ny1q q q q
d y d g x q d y a y q b x g x q dn n n n n n
a b b bg 1 b a
s x q q q y q q qn nx y x d d y x y xny1 n ny1 ny1 n ny1 n
y x b bg b x y g 1n ny1 n ny1q a q q y q q s I .n n /  /a y q b y d g x q b d xn n n n
THEOREM 2.10. The system of difference equations
a a1
x s , y s ,nq1 nq1b q g x q d y x b q d x q g y y .  .n n ny1 1 n 1 n ny1
n s 0, 1, . . . ,
where a , b , g , d , a , b , g are positi¨ e constants, possesses the in¨ariant1 1 1
1 1 1 1
I s a q q a qn 1 /  /x x y yny1 n ny1 n
q b x q x q b y q y .  .ny1 n 1 ny1 n
q g x x q d x y q y x q g y y . .n ny1 n ny1 n ny1 1 n ny1
Proof. For all n G 0, we have
a a1
I s q b x q g x x q d y x qnq1 ny1 n ny1 n ny1x yn n
q b y q d x y q g y y q b x q b y1 ny1 n ny1 1 n ny1 n 1 n
a
q b q g x q d y .n nb q g x q d y x .n n ny1
a1q b q d x q g y s I . .1 n 1 n nb q d x q g y y .1 n 1 n ny1
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3. DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
A. Consider the difference equation
a q bx q cx 2n n
x s , n s 0, 1, . . . , 3.1 .nq1 2c q dx q ex x .n n ny1
w xwhere a, b, c, d, e, and x , x are positive constants. Then, see 4 ,y1 0
 .Eq. 1 possesses the invariant
a 1 1 x xny1 n
I s q b q q c qn  / /x x x x x xny1 n ny1 n n ny1
q d x q x q ex x 'const. 3.2 .  .ny1 n ny1 n
 .Our aim is to exhibit the invariant to the corresponding equation 3.1
when the coefficients are periodic sequences. So, consider the difference
equation
a q b x q c x 2 Pn n n n n
x s s , n s 0, 1, . . . , 3.3 .nq1 2 Qxd q e x q f x x . ny1n n n n n ny1
 4  4  4  4  4  4where a , b , c , d , e , and f are periodic sequences of positiven n n n n n
numbers and where the initial conditions x , x are arbitrary positivey1 0
w x  .numbers. Then, see 3 , invariant 3.2 suggests that we look for invariants
 .for Eq. 3.3 of the form
A B x xn n ny1 n
I s q q G q Dn n nx x x x xny1 n n n ny1
H
q E x q Z x x q q Q x . 3.4 .n n n ny1 n n ny1xny1
 .But I is an invariant for Eq. 3.3 if and only if I s I . Son nq1 n
Qx A q B x q G x 2ny1 nq1 nq1 n nq1 n
I snq1  /P xn
P D q E x q Z x 2nq1 nq1 n nq1 nq  /Qx xny1 n
Hnq1q q Q x . 3.5 .nq1 nxn
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Observe that
P ' A q B x q G x 2 , 3.6 .nq1 nq1 n nq1 n
Q ' D q E x q Z x 2 , 3.7 .nq1 nq1 n nq1 n
H s B , Q s E . 3.8 .nq1 n nq1 n
Then,
Qx P Hny1 nq1
I s q q q Q xnq1 nq1 nx x x xn ny1 n n
a H x xn nq1 ny1 ns q q d q cn nx x x x xny1 n n n ny1
bnq Q x q f x x q q e x ' I . 3.9 .nq1 n n ny1 n n ny1 nxny1
 .  .  .  .From 3.6 , 3.7 , 3.8 , and 3.9 we have
A s a sa , B s b sH ,n ny1 n n ny1 nq1
G s c s d , D s d s c ,n ny1 n n ny1 n
E s e s Q , Z s f s f ,n ny1 nq1 n ny1 n
3.10 .
H s b , Q s e .n n n n
 .From the relations 3.10 we obtain
a s a s const., f s f s const., b s b ,n n ny1 nq1
e s e , c s c , d s c .ny1 nq1 ny1 nq1 n nq1
 4  4  4  4Thus a s a, f s f , b , c , d , and e are periodic sequences ofn n n n n n
period 2 and d s c . So we have proved the following theorem.n nq1
THEOREM 3.1. The difference equation
a q b x q c x 2n n n n
x s , n s 0, 1, . . . ,nq1 2c q e x q fx x .nq1 n n n ny1
 4  4  4where b , c , and e are periodic sequences of positi¨ e numbers of periodn n n
2 and a and f are positi¨ e constants and x , x are arbitrary positi¨ ey1 0
numbers, possesses the in¨ariant
a b x xny1 ny1 n
I s q q c q c q e x q fx xn ny1 n ny1 n ny1 nx x x x xny1 n n n ny1
bny2q q e x 'const.ny2 ny1xny1
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B. Consider the difference equation
a q b x q x q g x 2 q x 2 q d x x .  .ny1 n ny1 n ny1 n
2 2 2 2qe x x q z x x q h x xny1 n ny1 n ny1 n
x s , 3.11 .nq1 2 2wg q e x q z x q h x q x q u x x .ny1 n ny1 n ny1 n
2 2 2 2xqi x x q x x q k x x x .ny1 n ny1 n ny1 n ny2
where a , b , g , d , e , z , h, u , i, k , and x , x , x are positive constants.y2 y1 0
 .Then one can see that Eq. 3.11 possesses the invariant
a 1 1 x xny1 ny2
I s q b q q g qn  / /x , x x x x x x x x x xny2 ny1 n ny2 n ny1 n ny2 n ny1 n
d x x x x xny2 ny1 ny1 ny2 nq q e q z q h q g
x x x x x xn n n n ny2 ny1
x x x x x xn n ny1 n ny2 nq z q e q h q /x x x xny2 ny1 ny2 ny1
q u x q i x x q x x q k x x x .n ny2 n ny1 n ny2 ny1 n
b 1 1 x xny1 ny2q q d q q e q z /x x x x x xny2 ny1 ny2 ny1 ny2 ny1
q u x q x q i x x . 3.12 .  .ny2 ny1 ny2 ny1
 .Our aim is to extend this invariant when the coefficients of Eq. 3.11 are
periodic sequences. So, consider the difference equation
a q b x q g x q d x 2 q e x 2n ny1 ny1 n n ny1 ny1 n n
2 2 2 2qz x x q h x x q u x x q i x xn ny1 n n ny1 n n ny1 n n ny1 n
x snq1 2 2k q l x q m x q n x q j xn ny1 ny1 n n ny1 ny1 n n
2 2 2 2qo x x q p x x q r x x q s x xn ny1 n n ny1 n n ny1 n n ny1 n
1 P
= s , 3.13 .
x Qxny2 ny2
where all coefficients are periodic sequences of positive numbers and
where the initial conditions x , x , x are arbitrary positive numbers.y2 y1 0
 .  .Then the invariant 3.12 suggests that we look for invariants for Eq. 3.13
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of the form
A B Gn n n
I s q qn x x x x x x xny2 ny1 n ny1 n ny2 n
x x Zny2 ny1 nq D q E qn nx x x x xny1 n ny2 n n
x x x xny2 ny1 ny1 ny2q H q Q q In n nx x xn n n
x x xn n nq K q L q Mn n nx x x xny2 ny1 ny1 ny2
x x x xny2 n ny1 nq N q J q O xn n n nx xny1 ny2
q P x x q P x x q S x x xn ny2 n n ny1 n n ny2 ny1 n
T F F x xn n n ny1 ny2q q q q X q Cn nx x x x x xny2 ny1 ny2 ny1 ny2 ny1
q V x q C x q D x x . 3.14 .n ny2 n ny1 n ny2 ny1
 .But I is an invariant for Eq. 3.13 if and only if I s I . Son nq1 n
Qxny2 2 2I s A q B x q G x q D x q E xnq1 nq1 nq1 ny1 nq1 n nq1 ny1 nq1 nP
qZ x x q H x 2 x q Q x x 2 q I x 2 x 2 .nq1 ny1 n nq1 ny1 n nq1 ny1 n n ny1 n
Py1
= x x q K q L x q M x . ny1 n nq1 nq1 ny1 nq1 nQxny2
qN x 2 q J x 2 q O x x q P x 2 xnq1 ny1 nq1 n nq1 ny1 n nq1 ny1 n
y12 2 2qP x x q S x x x x ..nq1 ny1 n nq1 ny1 n ny1 n
T F Fnq1 nq1 nq1q q q
x x x xny1 n ny1 n
x xn ny1q X q Cnq1 nq1x xny1 n
q V x q C x q D x x . 3.15 .nq1 ny1 nq1 n nq1 ny1 n
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Observe that
P ' A q B x q G x q D x 2 q E x 2nq1 nq1 ny1 nq1 n nq1 ny1 nq1 n
q Z x x q H x 2 x q Q x x 2 q I x 2 x 2 ,nq1 ny1 n nq1 ny1 n nq1 ny1 n nq1 ny1 n
3.16 .
Q ' K q L x q M x q N x 2 q J x 2nq1 nq1 ny1 nq1 n nq1 ny1 nq1 n
q O x x q P x 2 x q P x x 2 q S x 2 x 2 ,nq1 ny1 n nq1 ny1 n nq1 ny1 n nq1 ny1 n
3.17 .
Y s F , F s Z , V s C , C s O . 3.18 .nq1 n nq1 n nq1 n nq1 n
 .Then, 3.15 yields
Qx Pny2
I s qnq1 x x x x xny1 n ny2 ny1 n
T F F x xnq1 nq1 nq1 n ny1q q q q X q Cnq1 nq1x x x x x xny1 n ny1 n ny1 n
q V x q C x q D x xnq1 ny1 nq1 n nq1 ny1 n
a T bn nq1 ny1s q q
x x x x x x xny2 ny1 n ny1 n ny2 n
x x Fny2 ny1 nq1q k q d qn ny1x x x x xny1 n ny2 n n
x x x xny2 ny1 ny2 ny1q l q C q nny1 nq1 ny1x x xn n n
x x xn n nq e q X q un nq1 nx x x xny2 ny1 ny1 ny2
x x x xny2 n ny1 nq j q i q C x q r x xn n nq1 n n ny2 nx xny1 ny2
q D x x q s x x xnq1 ny1 n n ny2 ny1 n
g z g x xn n nq1 ny1 ny2q q q q h q mn nx x x x x xny2 ny1 ny2 ny1 ny2 ny1
q O x q V x q p x x s I . 3.19 .n ny2 nq1 ny1 n ny2 ny1 n
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 .  .  .  .  .  .From 3.13 , 3.14 , 3.16 , 3.17 , 3.18 , and 3.19 we obtain
A s a s a , K s k s e , T s gn ny1 n n ny1 n n n
B s b s T , L s l s X , F s zn ny2 nq1 n ny2 nq1 n n
G s g s b , M s m s u , F s Fn ny1 ny1 n ny1 n n nq1
D s d s k , N s n s j , X s hn ny2 n n ny2 n n n
E s e s d , J s j s i , C s mn ny1 ny1 n ny1 n n n 3.20 .
Z s z s F , O s o s C , V s on ny1 nq1 n ny1 nq1 n n
H s h s l , P s p s r , C s Vn ny1 ny1 n ny1 n n nq1
Q s u s C , P s r s D , D s pn ny1 nq1 n ny1 nq1 n n
I s i s n , S s s s s .n ny1 ny1 n ny1 n
 .Combining relations 3.20 we get
a s a s const., b s g , b s b , d s e , d s d ,n n n nq1 ny2 n n nq1 ny2
z s z , h s l , h s h , u s m , u s u , n s i ,nq1 ny2 n n nq1 ny2 nq1 n nq1 ny2 n n
i s j , i s i ,o s o , r s p , r s r ,n ny1 nq1 ny2 ny1 nq2 n ny1 nq1 ny2
s s s s const.n
 4  4  4  4  4  4  4  4So a and s are constant sequences and b , d , z , h , u , i ,n n n n n n n n
 4  4o , and r are periodic sequences of period 3. Therefore, we haven n
proved the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.2. The difference equations
x s a q b x q b x q d x 2 q d x 2nq1 ny1 ny1 n n ny1 ny1 n n
qz x x q h x 2 x q u x x 2 q i x 2 x 2 .n ny1 n n ny1 n n ny1 n n ny1 n
= d q h x q u x q i x 2 q i x 2 ny2 ny1 ny1 nq1 n ny1 ny1 nq1 n
y12 2 2 2 y1qo x x q p x x q p x x q s x x x ,.n ny1 n n ny1 n ny1 ny1 n ny1 n ny2
 4  4  4  4  4  4  4where a and s are positi¨ e constants, b , d , z , h , u , j , o ,n n n n n n n
 4and r are periodic sequences of positi¨ e numbers of period 3 and x , x ,n y2 y1
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and x are positi¨ e numbers, possesses the in¨ariant0
a b b x xny2 ny1 ny2 ny1
I s q q q d q dn ny2 ny1x x x x x x x x x x xny2 ny1 n ny1 n ny2 n ny1 n ny2 n
z x x x xny1 ny2 ny1 ny1 ny2q q h q u q iny1 ny1 ny1x x x xn n n n
x x xn n nq d q u q hn n ny2x x x xny2 ny1 ny2 ny1
x x x xny2 n ny1 nq i q i q o x q p x xnq1 n ny1 n ny1 ny2 nx xny1 ny2
q p x x q s x x xny2 ny1 n ny2 ny1 n
b z z x xn n nq1 ny1 ny2q q q q h q un nq1x x x x x xny2 ny1 ny2 ny1 ny2 ny1
q o x q o x q p x x . 3.21 .n ny2 nq1 ny1 n ny2 ny1
 .  .Note that when all coefficients in 3.3 and 3.13 are constant numbers
 .  .then the corresponding invariants coincide with invariants 3.2 and 3.12 ,
respectively.
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